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Ensuring that every member of the St Woolos community 

achieves the very best of which they are capable, discovers 

hidden talents, experiences success, develops self-worth and 

knows they are loved. 



 

INTRODUCTION 

Our curriculum at St Woolos Primary School always has been, and always will be, about 
putting the needs of all of our learners at the absolute front of everything we do, so that 
they can achieve their very best. 

As our school has grown over the years, and class and year groups have altered, so too have 
we adapted our curriculum and organisation continuously. In more recent years, we have 
been adapting and developing our curriculum, so that we are ready for a new Curriculum for 
Wales, that is being introduced from September 2022. 

The term ‘curriculum’, is used to refer to all of the learning experiences and assessments 
that schools plan.  

Throughout our process of curriculum development, our drive has never wavered to do the 
very best, not only for our pupils, but to also equip staff with a high professional skill set. 

 

Background to the Curriculum for Wales 

The Welsh Government decided to review their curriculum as a result of a report written in 
2014 by the Organisation for Economic Development and Culture (OECD), which 
recommended that they should ‘develop a shared vision of the Welsh learner, reflecting the 
Government’s commitment to quality and equity’.  

Between March and December 2014, Professor Graham Donaldson and his term of 
researchers visited schools across Wales, talked with pupils, staff, parents and carers, 
community groups and businesses to find out what was working well, and what needed to 
change.  

Professor Graham Donaldson’s report ‘Successful Futures - Independent Review of 
Curriculum and Assessment Arrangements in Wales’, was published in February 2015. The 
majority of his recommendations were accepted by the Welsh Government to form the 
basis of the new Curriculum for Wales for learners from 3-16 years old. 



 

PARENT INFORMATION FROM THE WELSH GOVERNMENT 

https://hwb.gov.wales/api/storage/44b74558-5d89-4a5b-bf54-32bd6dcad1c0/a-new-

curriculum-in-wales 

 

WHAT UNDERPINS THE CURRICULUM FOR WALES? 

In September 2022 the new Curriculum for Wales starts. 

It is based on the skills, knowledge and experience that all pupils will need to equip them for 
success in all stages of their life. 

It has Four Purposes that underpin every aspect of teaching and learning. They are that 
pupils will be: 

AMBITIOUS, CAPABLE LEARNERS – Ready to learn throughout their lives 

 

ETHICAL, INFORMED CITIZENS – Ready to be citizens of Wales and  

                                                            the world 

 

ENTERPRISING, CREATIVE CONTRIBUTORS – Ready to play a full part in 

                                                                                life and work              

 

HEALTHY, CONFIDENT INDIVIDUALS – Ready to lead fulfilling lives as  

                                                                      valued members of society 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://hwb.gov.wales/api/storage/44b74558-5d89-4a5b-bf54-32bd6dcad1c0/a-new-curriculum-in-wales-a-guide-for-children-young-people-and-families.pdf
https://hwb.gov.wales/api/storage/44b74558-5d89-4a5b-bf54-32bd6dcad1c0/a-new-curriculum-in-wales-a-guide-for-children-young-people-and-families.pdf


WHAT THIS LOOKS LIKE FOR US? 

Staff at St Woolos plan and organise each learning activity to meet at least one of these Four 
Purposes.  

Pupils looked at these principles and designed four characters to focus on when they are 
doing any activity in school. By referring to them, pupils can understand their learning more 
and decide what kind of a learner they have been.  

 

 

 

 

        

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



WHAT ELSE UNDERPINS OUR SCHOOL APPROACH? 

We have four core values that we have chosen through consulting with all of our school 
community (pupils, parents, staff and Governors). 

All members of our school community share and practise these values. 

The values we all share are those of being: 

 

KIND 

 

FAIR 

 

CURIOUS 

 

ASPIRATIONAL 

 
At the start of each school year, pupils draw up their own class charter for learning and 
conduct based on each of these four values. 

Staff have also compiled their own charter. 

When taking to pupils about any aspect of their learning or behaviour, these four values are 
referred to. 

They also help to support and signify a togetherness and belonging to a community and 
area, described by the Welsh word ‘Cynefin’ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 



WHAT THE NEW CURRICULUM LOOKS LIKE  

Staff plan pupils’ learning across the six Areas of Learning and Experience (AoLEs). 

These areas are: 

Languages, Literacy and Communication  (English, Welsh, Modern   

                                                                                                                 Foreign Languages) 

Mathematics and Numeracy  (Maths skills and their use in real-life) 

 

Science and Technology  (Science, Design Technology, IT skills) 

 

Expressive Arts  (Dance, Music, Art, Drama) 

 

Humanities  (RE - Known as Religion, Values and Ethics -, History, Geography) 

 

Health and Wellbeing  (PE, Nutrition, Physical and Mental Health) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

HOW AREAS OF LEARNING EXPERIENCE ARE BEING DEVELOPED AS A CENTRAL ELEMENT OF THE 

NEW CURRICULUM 

https://curriculumforwales.gov.wales/2018/07/02/sketchnote-how-areas-of-learning-and-

experience-are-being-developed-as-a-central-element-of-the-new-curriculum/ 

https://curriculumforwales.gov.wales/2018/07/02/sketchnote-how-areas-of-learning-and-experience-are-being-developed-as-a-central-element-of-the-new-curriculum/
https://curriculumforwales.gov.wales/2018/07/02/sketchnote-how-areas-of-learning-and-experience-are-being-developed-as-a-central-element-of-the-new-curriculum/


As well as the Areas of Learning Experience, all schools are required to teach Cross-
Curricular Skills which occur in all learning. 

These are: 

Literacy 

 

Numeracy 

 

Digital Competence. 

 

The world is changing and we want all of our pupils to develop the skill base that will help 
and prepare them for all aspects of their future life. These cross-curricular skills help to 
foster deeper understanding of an area and are the key to successful learning. 

For  example, the numeracy key skill could be applied, is the use of graphs or weather data, 
in a Humanities lesson looking at tropical rainfall.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Schools also have to teach Integral Skills 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Creatvity and Innovation

Critical Thinking and Problem Solving

Planning and Organisation

Personal Effectiveness



Additionally, schools have to ensure that Cross Cutting Themes are covered at every 
opportunity. 
 
These are wider skills are: 
 

Relationships and Sexuality Education (RSE) 
 
Human Rights 
 
Diversity 
 
Careers and Work Related Experience  
 
Local, national and international contexts, with an emphasis 
on the Welsh dimension and Cynefin (the sense of Welsh 
identity and belonging) 
 
Schools follow the United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child and the United 
Nations Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities to help them deliver these 
aspects. 

 

Of the aspects detailed above, The Curriculum and Assessment (Wales) Act 2021, sets 
mandatory (legal) expectations on schools to teach the following, and pupils cannot be 
withdrawn from them. 

 

Cross-Curricular Skills (Literacy, Numeracy and Digital 
Competence) 

Religion, Values and Ethics (RVE) 

Relationships and Sexuality Education (RSE) 

Welsh 

English from 7 years old 

 



 

 

     

 

 

 

 

 

HOW WE PLAN OUR CURRICULUM 

We use all of the elements previously described to help form the basis of our curriculum.  

We have to ensure that: 

- All learners can develop in each of the Four Purposes and understand them 

- All of the Areas of Learning Experience are covered, including the mandatory elements. 

- The curriculum is broad and balanced in terms of teaching and learning 

- It is suitable for all learners of differing ages, abilities and aptitudes, including those with   
  Additional Learning Needs (ALN)          
 

 

WE FOLLOW ‘WHAT MATTERS’ STATEMENTS  

In planning for every Area of Learning Experience, staff have to take note of a set of What 

Matters statements. 

These are 27 statements across all 6 Areas of Learning Experience.  

These are mandatory for all schools when designing their curriculum and assessment 

arrangements. 

 

STATEMENTS OF ‘WHAT MATTERS’ CODE 

https://gov.wales/sites/default/files/publications/2021-11/curriculum-for-wales-
statements-of-what-matters-code.pdf 

 

 

 

 

https://gov.wales/sites/default/files/publications/2021-11/curriculum-for-wales-statements-of-what-matters-code.pdf
https://gov.wales/sites/default/files/publications/2021-11/curriculum-for-wales-statements-of-what-matters-code.pdf


 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

WE START WITH WHY 

As well as including all the mandatory elements of the Curriculum for Wales, we follow the 

approach advocated by Simon Sinek, a leadership expert. He says that if organisations know 

Why they are doing something, they can align whatever they do to their organisation’s 

values and needs.  

At St Woolos, this means being true to our values and also our Mission Statement. (What 

we want to achieve.) 

Ensuring that every member of the St Woolos 

community achieves the very best of which they 

are capable, discovers hidden talents, experiences 

success, develops self-worth and knows they are 

loved. 

The How is how we get there. It’s our full curriculum and approach.  

 

 

OUR WHOLE SCHOOL APPROACH 
 
As well as following the Whys of the Curriculum for Wales, at St Woolos we are developing a 
Whole School Approach to every decision we make about all aspects of the curriculum.   
We are taking part in a pilot project with several other schools in Newport to develop this 
approach, which is run by the Aneurin Bevan Health Board and Newport Educational 
Psychology Service.  

We review every decision against the Five Principles of the Whole School Approach to 
ensure that our Why is met.  

 



 



HOW PUPILS ARE INVOLVED IN DESIGNING OUR CURRICULUM 

Pupil Voice 

Children having a say in the choices that they are learning, is central to our planning process. 
Staff plan the skills that have to be covered in each Area of Learning Experience, include 
cross-cutting themes and also respond to pupil’s choices and suggestions. 

We also survey pupils’ wellbeing (eg online surveys such as HAPPEN) to find out what their 
feelings are.  

Staff take into account all of these, and they include pupils’ thoughts and ideas as much as 
possible.  

 

Pupil Participation Groups 

These are groups such as the Eco Team, School Council, Digital Leaders, House Captains etc, 
which are voted for by pupils. They contribute to the life of the school through doing tasks, 
organising events, surveying pupils and bringing about change. 

All pupils are involved in decision-making (agency) and bringing about change possible 
(efficacy) whenever possible. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

WHAT ELSE WE THINK ABOUT WHEN PLANNING OUR CURRICULUM 

Throughout the year we check up on how we are all doing as a school and decide on key 
priorities for learning or wellbeing. 

These key priorities form part of our School Development Plan and we include them when 
planning the work for the class.  

They influence the yearly planning for the curriculum. 

 

 

 

 

 



OUR CURRICULUM VISION 
 

 

  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 



OUR TWO YEARLY 

CURRICULUM  
ORGANISING OUR TWO YEARLY CURRICULUM  

At St Woolos we have had many mixed age group classes and so for many years we have run 
a rolling two- year curriculum which covers both single and mixed-age classes. 

Over the past few years we have refined and reviewed it to reflect the new Curriculum for 
Wales.  

Below is the Curriculum Plan from September 2022, starting with Cycle A. 
 
For the first fortnight of each new school year, all classes take part in a ‘Focus Fortnight’ 
with an emphasis on pupil wellbeing, and pupils settling in, revisiting and revising basics. We 
also have a shared book across the whole school for these two weeks. In September 2022 
the book is ‘Ony One Me’ by Linda Kranz. 

 

Four Purposes

Areas of Learning 
Experience and What 

Matters

Skills and Cross-Cutting 
Themes

WHY? Values, 
Mission, 
Priorities

Pupil Voice



 

 



 

 

 

 

 

WHAT ELSE? 

The Curriculum for Wales has three key parts that it rests on: 

 

Pedagogy = Good teaching skills 

Progression = Pupils making progress 

Assessment = Schools knowing how well each pupil is doing and what they need next 

                       = Pupils knowing how well they are doing and what their next steps are 

                       = Schools knowing what they need to keep and what they need to change in 
                          their curriculum or teaching to help pupils to progress. 
 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

HOW WE ASSESSES OUR PUPILS AND EVALUATE OUR CURRICULUM  

The Curriculum and Assessment (Wales) Act 2021 sets an expectation for all pupils to be 
organised into developmental Progression Steps alongside which they will be assessed 
against for progress. 

The important thing to remember is that schools assess according to the Stage that pupils 
are on these Progression Steps, and not the Age that they are at. 

                                                          ‘Stage not Age’ 

We assess pupils’ learning on daily basis. This is continuous assessment.  

In addition to class assessments, we also assess pupils with National Tests in Literacy and 
Numeracy twice a year, in the autumn term and the summer term so that we can identify 
progress and next steps.  

We also talk with learners (Listening to Learners) so that we can find out more about their 
understanding of a skill or concept. 

 

. 

Pupils assess their own learning and, as they get older, that of others, following a range of 
strategies. 

We evaluate pupil progression, and pedagogy by reviewing pupils’ learning and progress, 
listening to them (Listening to Learners) and reviewing learning and the appropriateness of 
the curriculum across the school.  

We evaluate our A/B curriculum map annually and also make any adjustments or 
amendments throughout the year, as a when necessary. 

We have a responsive curriculum. 

The Progression Steps are shown below in this sketchnote from @ImpactWales. 

 



                   

 

One of the ways that we have introduced the Four Purposes into our assessment process is 
by pupils using our Four Purpose character stickers. Staff use them to celebrate good 
learning and resilience and pupils use them to identify the type of learner they have been. 
They also use a Four purpose grid in the front of their exercise books to help with this.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PROGRESSION AND ASSESSMENT IN THE CURRICULUM FOR WALES 

https://curriculumforwales.gov.wales/2018/06/22/wales-new-curriculum-and-
assessment-arrangements-are-being-built-on-progression-this-is-how-its-happening/ 

https://curriculumforwales.gov.wales/2018/06/22/wales-new-curriculum-and-assessment-arrangements-are-being-built-on-progression-this-is-how-its-happening/
https://curriculumforwales.gov.wales/2018/06/22/wales-new-curriculum-and-assessment-arrangements-are-being-built-on-progression-this-is-how-its-happening/


INCLUDING OUR PARENTS 
 

INCLUDING ALL OF OUR PARENTS 

Your views and feedback are very important to us. 

In designing our curriculum, we have taken note of feedback from questionnaires, meetings, 
surveys and discussions. 

We will continue to listen to you about our curriculum and get feedback from you. 

We will also continue to hold special meetings when there are any important changes. For 
example, the meetings held to discuss the new Relationships and Sexuality Education 
curriculum were really well-attended and helpful. 

As a result of your feedback, we changed some parts of our Relationships and Sexuality 
Education Policy and will hold further meetings about resources etc in the coming year. 

 

Our Parent Consultations take place every Autumn and Spring. We also have an Open 
Afternoon in the summer term. These help us to continue to have open, honest and helpful  
conversations with one another.  

 

Our Termly Topic Letters sent out every term also give you lots of helpful information. (See 
below) 

 

 

 

 

FINALLY 

Please let us know if you would like to know more about anything that is mentioned in this 

Curriculum Statement or if you think that we have missed anything out. 

As always……. 

Thank you for your amazing support for everyone in our school community #stwoolosfamily 

 

@StWoolosPrimary 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


